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This guide has been brought 
to you by PRO Bike Tool in 
collaboration with Dean 

Downing and Kevin Dobson.
Dean is an ex-professional rider who now works as a full-time coach and 

team manager for Holdsworth Race Team. 14 years as a pro saw him 
compete in many sportives and a particular highlight of his career saw him 
win the UK Road Race Championships in 2008. While he works with highly 

competitive, experienced riders, he also works with cyclists who have 
to balance their passion with full time work and family life. Planning and 

preparation are key in getting ready for a 100 Miler and Dean will take you 
through all you need to think about as you attempt this challenge. 

Kevin has well over a decade’s worth of experience in the fitness industry 
and, through his company – Beyond Fitness UK, he has worked with many 
cyclists with varying degrees of fitness. Having gained a Level 2 Strength 
& Conditioning course qualification as well as a Post Graduate Diploma in 
Sports Exercise Nutrition with the UKSCA, he fully understands the needs 

of his athletes. He looks at what needs to happen between cycling sessions 
in terms of strengthening and progressing fitness levels, core strength and 

flexibility to a point where you’ll complete the race safely and enjoyably.

Entering a sportive like the 100 Miler requires dedication and commitment 
but it has to be one of the most rewarding experiences for any cyclist. We 

wish you all the best and are behind you all the way!

The 
 
 
 
 

Team

The sun is out and splashes of vibrant colour are starting to 
adorn the countryside. For the hard core among you, well 
done for braving all the elements and getting out on your 
bike during the drab, bleak and cold winter months. For 

the more fair weather riders, it’s time to wake up from that 
dormant slumber and get back on the saddle!

Many will look forward to revisiting old, familiar routes, 
others may have set themselves the challenge of achieving 
certain distances or entering certain races this year. Or it 
might well be that you are seriously considering a major 
cycling sportive and attempting your first 100 Miler – a 

hugely rewarding achievement for all cyclists.

Here at Pro Bike Tool, we would like to help you in preparing 
for such an event. So here is our training guide for you; tips, 
recommendations, advice and a training plan that can help 

ensure you are fully fit and ready on event day!
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DEAN 
DOWNING

 
Thoughts and tips from an 

ex-UK Cycling Champion
“Despite all the training, racing and winning, one of my 
biggest achievements is quite simply the enjoyment of 

cycling.”

You’ve developed a love of cycling; you want to take that next 
step where you’re adding a competitive element – you’re 
setting yourself a goal of cycling 100 miles. Dean has the 
experience of building up to such a sportive; he couldn’t 

be clearer when stating that it’s all about preparation and 
ensuring you’ve done all you can to be ready on the big day. 

“Planning and preparation will make the event so much 
more enjoyable to ride and that’s why we ride our bikes, 

isn’t it?”
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SO, WHERE DO WE 

START?
Time to handover to Dean and look at his advice in the following sections:

Goal Setting
Bike Fit 
Training
Riding Technique
Fuelling
Clothing

Page  7
Page  9
Page 11
Page 13
Page 15
Page 17
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GOAL 
SETTING 
Are you competing against others to complete 
the event in a certain time, finish in the top 
certain percentage of riders, or are you just 
looking to complete the course and enjoy the 
ride? 

Each rider’s goals are going to be very 
different. Once you’ve set your target, you 
have to make sure you stick with it, and don’t 
get side-tracked by what others are doing or 
saying.

Your goal needs to be realistic. Aiming for 
something impossible can quickly become 
disheartening when you realise you’ve gone 
in a bit too high and maybe you won’t achieve 
what you wanted. Conversely, setting a goal 
that is realistic and achievable with hard work 
can lead to you exceeding that target, such 
as a better time or higher finishing result – 
and that’s a great feeling. It’s all about finding 
something that will challenge you and provide 
a sense of reward, but that isn’t beyond reach.

Once you’ve set that goal, you need to stick 
with it - no point making it if you bin it straight 
away! When I was racing and had big goals on 
the horizon, I used to write that goal down. 
Back in the day, the diary was the obvious 
place, but nowadays, writing a goal in your 
phone calendar is a great idea. You can even 
go a bit further and put in a countdown to 
keep you focused, or set up regular reminders 
of that goal – all things that will help keep your 
mind in the game.

“It’s all about 
finding 

something 
that will 

challenge you”
DEAN DOWNING



“Just 
think 

of how 
many 
times 
you’re 

going to 
turn the 

pedals 
in your 

training 
for the 

big 
event”
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BIKE FIT
The most common mistake I see with 
newcomers into cycling can be their bike fit. But if 
you are new to riding and no-one tells you about 
being comfortable on a bike, you won’t know will 
you?!  Bike fit is about more than just comfort, it’s 
essential for injury-prevention as well.

Just think of how many times you’re going to turn 
the pedals in your training for the big event - If 
something’s not quite right with your position 
on the saddle, your legs aren’t going to be 
happy. Extreme cases can be knee injuries from 
your saddle being too high, saddle sores from 
a bad saddle position, or backache from your 
handlebars being too low, amongst other things.

Bike fit is a tricky balance between finding the 
position where you’re going to be comfortable 
over long hours in the saddle, but also being in a 
position where you’re able to push good power 
through the pedals and ride fast.

The biggest bike fit mistake I see, on both road 
bikes and mountain bikes, is saddles that are 
too high. You can tell a rider who has their 
saddle too high because their hips will be 
rocking from side to side whilst they pedal, and 
their toes will be pointed down. Riding like this 
puts a lot of pressure on the hips, lower back 
and hamstrings. Remember it’s about being 
comfortable on the bike and being efficient 
too; we don’t want you putting all this hard work 
in and getting injured along the way!

There are professional bike fitters out there, 
who will ensure you reach the perfect balance 
between comfort, power, and injury-prevention. 
However, this can be quite an expensive option. 
If you’re unsure about getting your fit right on 
your own, your local bike shop should be able to 
guide you.
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TRAINING
There are so many ways you can train for your 
big event, but the number one thing to think 
about is your own time management. 

How much time per week can you train in the 
lead up to the event?  A lot of people think that 
just getting out there and riding their bike at the 
weekend and maybe a couple of times in the 
week will get them through it. Maybe it will, but it 
more than likely won’t; you need to start thinking 
a bit more specifically about the event you’ve 
entered.

If you’re riding an organised 100 Miler event, it 
could very likely be hilly or mountainous, or it 
might include gravel and off-road sections.

Training on short, flat road rides 
if you’re hoping to complete hilly, 
mixed-terrain rides may not be 
enough. Be specific with the 
training rides you do; make them 
relevant to the nature of the event 
you’re aiming for, using your local 
hills and trails if necessary. 

One key thing to remember is that it’s not always 
necessary to ride the full distance of the event 
you’ve entered when you’re training. For your 
first Century, it may be good to ride this distance 
once or twice to see how it feels, but doing it too 
often will just make you too tired! If you don’t 
feel ready, or don’t have the time to do a training 
100 Miler, make sure you get a ride of around 80 
miles instead – that is sufficiently long to replicate 
how it feels going the full one 100. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Presumably you’ve not ridden a Century before, 
and are currently used to relatively short miles. 
In this case, it’s best to gradually increase the 
distance that you ride over time. Gradually 
increasing the distance by about 5 miles per ride 
is a great way of building up. For example if your 
longest ride to date is 50 miles, do your first long 
training ride at around 50 miles, and make the 
next long ride 55 miles. If you try to ride too far 
too soon in your development, you’ll struggle to 
complete it, exhaust yourself, and then you’ll lose 
motivation. And remember to keep it specific if 
you can; if your target event has lots of climbing 
in the course; do your best to fit hills into the 
routes you take.

Don’t listen to anyone who tells you that to get 
through this sportive you have to train the same 
hours as a professional cyclist; 20+ hours training 
each week is not going to fit into your lifestyle, 
so you have to do what you know you can, in the 
time that you have available. When you know 
how many hours you can fit in per week, you 
need to consider how hard you need to train, 
and the intensity of each of your rides each week. 
You need to include some rides each week at a 
similar intensity to the actual event, and some 
suitably long rides – though you don’t need to 
do these two at once. Ideally, you should mix 
up shorter harder rides and long steady rides, 
and the training plan reflects this. (View the 
Training Plan on Page 39)

A key thing to getting fitter and not losing 
motivation because you’re tired is finding a happy 
medium between training correctly and resting 
correctly. If you don’t rest well after the hard 
training rides you’ve done, it can all go to waste. 
As well as incorporating rest days into your 
schedule, you also need to allow yourself an easy 
week every 3-4 weeks, where you back off the 
riding a bit and let the hard work sink in to the 
legs.

“You don’t 
have to train 

the same 
hours as a

professional 
cyclist”

Image | Deep Light Media
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RIDING 
TECHNIQUE

Over the years I have ridden quite a few sportives 
as a guest rider, and have shared the road with both 

experienced riders and total newcomers. I’ve seen all 
sorts of riding techniques and behaviour in these events, 

some good, some very bad! 

It’s really common to see participants riding along a few 
bikes lengths apart, sometimes for the whole course – 

even if they’re mates and are riding together. You need to 
avoid doing this if you can! You can save a lot of energy by 

keeping up tight to others.

If you ever watch experienced cyclists, they will be 
very close to each other.

The effect of slipstreaming means that if you’re sitting 
directly behind another rider, you can ride at the same 
speed for 20 - 30 % less energy… free speed! However, 

this does require confidence and bike-handling skill, and it 
definitely requires practice.

A great way to practice this tactic is out on your training 
rides with a friend. Find a quiet road, and take it in turn 

to take the front. If you’re the rider at the back, you want 
your front wheel to be directly behind the back wheel of 

your friend, with around one meter at the most between 
them. When you do this effectively, you will feel the 

energy savings immediately. Once you’ve mastered this, 
you’re one step closer to achieving that goal that you set 

yourself.

“A great 
way to 

practice 
this tactic 

is out 
on your 
training 

rides with 
a friend”
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Eating and drinking on the bike 
can be a difficult task for some 
riders, but it’s absolutely essential 
when you’re training or riding the 
big event.

Riding for long periods of time, or at 
a fast pace means you are going to 
be using a lot of your carbohydrate 
reserves, as all the effort of riding 
burns the energy in your muscles.

Failing to eat and drink on your ride 
will be disastrous; your muscles will go 
into shut down as they run out of fuel 
to keep them moving and you will get 
‘The Knock’. If you use up all the energy 
in your muscles, you’ll experience ‘The 
Knock’ feared by so many riders, and 
you’ll hardly be able to see straight, let 
alone pedal! Some people describe 
The Knock as ‘being hit with a hammer’ 
because that is literally how it feels. 
Running out of gas on your ride will 
put a serious dent in your ambition 
of finishing the event in a certain time 
or placing, and will put an end to your 
chances of enjoying the ride.

To make sure you have plenty of energy, 
it’s best to aim for around 40-60 grams 
of carbohydrate an hour. Although 
that may sound a bit technical, don’t 
worry, most sports products list the 
carbohydrate content on the packet, or 
you can translate this to approximately 

two bananas, or small pieces of flapjack 
or cake, per hour. Lots of riders opt for 
specially made energy bars and gels 
from nutrition companies, designed 
to deliver high doses of carbohydrate, 
and which are easy to eat when 
you ride. However, foods such as 
flapjacks, cakes and bananas can be 
just as good. Whilst there will be feed  
stations on the route of most events, 
it’s important to take a stash of your 
own food in your pockets which you 
know works for you.

I would also suggest having a drink mix 
that has carbohydrates in to help you 
keep the energy stores topped up, and, 
of course, to keep you hydrated. Having 
a drink with carbohydrate in it means 
that you keep the carbohydrate 
flowing without really thinking 
about it, as you’ll be drinking 
when you’re thirsty. To prevent 
you becoming dehydrated, 
which can make you feel sick and 
will seriously impact your ride, it’s 
best to have at least 1 x 500ml bottle 
every hour. And of course, this can 
become more if the weather gets hot. 
It’s also important to consider adding 
electrolytes to your drink; these help 
replace the minerals that you sweat 
out on the ride, and help to stop any 
cramps.

 

You need to remember that when 
you eat and drink on your ride, you’re 
fuelling for the next few hours, not 
for that very moment in which you 
eat. This means that you should start 
eating in the first hour, even if you’re 
not hungry at the time. Whatever you 
eat must have time to digest and work 
its way into your muscles as you ride. 
If you’re eating when you’re hungry or 
drinking when you’re thirsty, it’s too 
late, The Knock will get you! Feeling 
hungry or thirsty is a sign that you’ve 
already tipped over the edge and your 
energy is running out… 
and that’s not 
good!
 

 
 
If you are not confident eating or 
drinking whilst riding your bike, then 
take a few minutes to stop at the side of 
the road and re-fuel there. You will feel 
much better for stopping and eating 
over not stopping and not eating!

“To make 
sure you 

have plenty 
of energy, it’s 
best to aim 
for around

40-60 
grams of 

carbohydrate 
an hour”

FUELLING



“Pro cyclists 
have it easy, 

trust me”
These professionals, when out racing or riding 
at a training camp, are typically followed by a 

team car filled with different pieces of clothing 
for them. If it starts raining, you go and get a 
raincoat; if you’re too cold, you go and get a 

jacket and gloves. Easy! 

We talked about mistakes with regards to 
some riders’ bike fit earlier. Another big 

mistake I see whilst riding sportive events is 
that lots of riders set off in jersey and shorts, 
whatever the weather. Unlike the pros, you’re 

not going to have a team car to hand you 
changes of clothes if the weather changes, so 
you need to be self-sufficient and prepared!

Before you leave for the event on that 
weekend, look at the weather forecast and 
pack your cycling kit bag accordingly. Make 
sure you always pack a rain cape or wind 

jacket just in case. You never know what will 
happen even when blue skies and sun have 
been predicted for the weekend! If you have 
space in your bag, it’s always good to have 
more kit than not enough; better safe than 

sorry!
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CLOTHING
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On the day of your event, pacing is 
going to be crucial.

In order for you to hit the goal we 
discussed above, you need to control 
your adrenaline on the start line 
and ride sensibly. It’s important 
to remember that your event is a 
marathon, not a sprint. Setting off 
from the start line as fast as you can 
go will be your biggest mistake of the 
day. You need to get yourself to that 
finish line to achieve that goal you’ve 
been working so hard for over the last 
few weeks and months. 

With all the training done and miles in 
the legs, you should now be in tune 
with how hard you can go on the flat 
to sustain your pace throughout the 
ride, and if you’ve been able to train 
on some hills, you hopefully know how 
hard you can go on the climbs and still 
be able to recover for the next one. 
Remember, it’s not just about riding 
the first hour of the event as hard 
as you can! It’s far better to start out 
steadily and finish strong and so enjoy 
the whole event, rather than going out 
too hard and being hit with The Knock 
half way around!

One thing that will help you pace 
yourself and manage your energy is 
knowing the route. Of course, make 
sure you know how long the ride is, 
but try to familiarise yourself with 
any key points. For example, if there’s 
a big hill at the end, you need to be 
aware of that and make sure you save 
a little energy to get over it!

Similarly, it’s good to know where the 
feed stations are so that you know 
when you can refill your bottles. A 
feed station can also mark a nice 
way of breaking up the ride, both 

physically and mentally; for example, if 
you’re struggling on the day, knowing 
that you only have so long til the next 
break is a great way of managing your 
motivation.

Lastly, make sure you’re ready and 
packed the night before your ride. 
Be sure your bike is well maintained, 
the tyres are pumped up, and there’s 
no problems with your brakes. 
Choose your kit and ride food the 
night before, and plan your route to 
getting to the start line. Small pieces 
of preparation like this will remove any 
stress on the big day, and will be your 
first steps towards a great ride. 

AND LASTLY, 
REMEMBER,
IT’S A BIKE 

RIDE. RELAX 
AND ENJOY IT!
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AND 
FINALLY…
THE BIG 

DAY!
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RECOMMENDED BIKE TOOLS FOR 

YOUR RIDE
After all your hard work and preparation, we hope you’ll enjoy a smooth, 

enjoyable ride but it’s best to be prepared for that unexpected puncture and 
those water bottles need to be held in position somewhere on your bike! As a 

leading supplier of a range of cycling tools, we have the following items that we’d 
recommend you consider packing and taking with you:

CHECK THEM OUT HERE

https://www.probiketool.com/uk/products/
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Mini Pump
Punctures. You just never know when they 

might happen. And when they do, you need 
to be prepared! A Mini Pump is a failsafe way 

of getting a new tube up to pressure. We have 
a range of pumps that could suit you. But 
remember, if you’ve got big tyres, you may 

want a long barrelled pump – our Mini Floor 
Pump will be perfect for this.

Tyre Levers
When you need to remove a flat inner tube 
and install a new one, you have to pop the 

tyre out of the rim of the wheel. Sometimes, 
this can be really hard to do by hand and 

so these clever gadgets really help. You can 
also use these levers to help pop the tyre 
back on, but be careful not to catch – and 
potentially damage – your newly installed 

inner tube when you do!

Multi Tool
You never know what adjustments you may need to make to your bike whilst you’re out 

on a ride. You may have a random mechanical that needs fixing, or you may want to 
make a little adjustment to your bike fit, such as your saddle height. Our Multitool 8-in-

1 has all the bits you may need for emergency repairs when out on the road or trail, 
and is nice and slim so it won’t take up a lot of space in your jersey pocket.

CO2 Inflator 
& CO2 

Cartridge 
If you’re looking to get a new inner 

tube pumped up fast, these are your 
friends. Mini Pumps are the other 

option here, however, if you’re out on 
a group ride and don’t want to keep 

people waiting whilst you pump away, 
a CO2 inflator will get your tube up to 
pressure in seconds. Of course, make 

sure you’ve got a gas canister or two as 
well.

We have two different CO2 inflators – 
One has a handy storage cartridge for 
your gas canister, or there is a smaller 
option with a foam sleeve to prevent 
you from getting a frozen hand when 

you dispense the gas.
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CHECK THEM OUT HERE

https://www.probiketool.com/uk/products/


We want to help you achieve your 
goals. The first thing that we have 
to make clear though is that you 

need to be in good physical health 
prior to commencing your training 
and injury-free. If you’re unsure or 
haven’t exercised for a while, then 

you should check in with your 
doctor and take on board their 

comments. 

Our plan is predominantly 
aimed at riders who have 

ridden distances of 40-50 miles 
previously. It has been devised 

to help ensure that training goes 
smoothly and remains injury-free.
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THE

PLAN
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“A steady swim 
keeps the muscles 
moving and allows 

blood to pump 
around the body”
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Each week will consist of three 
cycling sessions; two in the week, 
and one at the weekend. 

The sessions are planned for 
Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday. 
Feel free to move the sessions a day 
backwards or forwards to suit other 
commitments, but we recommend 
leaving one day between the mid-
week sessions and having two days 
off before the long rides.

In addition, we’ve included gym 
sessions and some recovery swim 
sessions which will help towards 
improving general fitness and 
strength levels. The exercises 
we have selected are there to 
maximise the use of the muscles 
NOT necessarily used in cycling. It 
is important to consider exercises 
to balance out the whole body, thus 
decreasing risk of injury through 
pulled muscles. 

A cyclist spends a lot of time in 
positions that could lead to bad 
posture, therefore exercises that  
strengthen the back and core 
muscles are of great benefit.

 
Swimming also serves as a great 
cool-down activity and aids the 
recovery process between rides. 
A steady swim keeps the muscles 
moving and allows blood to pump 
around the body. As blood carries 
fresh oxygen and nutrients, this will 
improve the recovery process, ready 
for the next training session. 
 

A recovery swim 
should only be 

about 15 minutes 
long with an RPE* 

of 3/4.

 

It is very much a guide that can be 
tailored to your own needs and 
levels of fitness and also to your 
timeframe. It could be extended 
to twelve or sixteen weeks for 
example, by repeating certain weeks 
depending on how you’re feeling 
and at your own discretion.

*Rate of Perceived Exertion



Effort 
Levels
As we all have different levels of technology available 
to us, the sessions detailed are based on the Borg 
Rates of Perceived Exertion. This means that the plan 
is applicable to all, whether you have a power meter, 
heart rate monitor, both of these things, or neither! 
The Borg scale is based on how a person feels when 
exercising, including increased heart rate, increased 
respiration or breathing rate, increased sweating, and 
muscle fatigue.

“Although this 
is a subjective 
measure, a 
person’s exertion 
rating may provide 
a fairly good 
estimate of the 
actual heart rate 
during physical 
activity.”
(Borg, 1998).

The scale can be summarised as follows and the 
numbers in red on the Training Plan (Page 39) 
refer to this scale.
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1-10 Borg Rating 
of Perceived 

Exertion Scale 
(RPE)

0 Rest What it says – rest!!

1 Really Easy Soft pedalling with little force 
being applied – you’re just 

turning the legs!2 Easy

3 Moderate

Nice and easy, you could be 
chatting to someone while you 

ride!
4 Sort of hard

5 A bit hard

6 Hard
A pace that you feel you could 
maintain for around 3 hours

7 Hard

8 Really Hard
About as hard as you think 

you can go – very demanding

9 Really, Really Hard

10 Maximum Ability Full gas – this is your finish-line 
sprint!
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WEEKDAY 
RIDES
Interval Sessions

The week day sessions are short enough to 
be carried out before or after work, and are 
interval workouts.

Intervals are riding at a fast pace for a short 
space of time, repeatedly. By making you ride 
faster than you would ride your 100 Miler, 
these are time effective methods of making you 
faster and fitter. These workouts are great for 
performing inside on a turbo trainer, rollers, 
or gym bike, or are just as good performed 
outside. If you are performing these outside, be 
sure to do it somewhere quiet where you won’t 
get held up by traffic or road junctions. (Hill 
training is best carried out on these days.)

When you perform the intervals, remember to 
keep a nice fast cadence. Do your best to pace 
the intervals so that you are going as hard at 
the end as you were at the start. This can be 
difficult and takes some practice, and requires 
a lot of will-power! But remember, the better 
you pace the intervals and the less you slack off 
towards the end of the interval, the better you 
will be on the big day that you’re aiming for.
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Long 
Weekend 
Rides
The weekend ride is planned to slowly build 
up your endurance and time in the saddle.

The distance will slightly increase thus 
improving your fitness steadily, but 
shouldn’t increase to the extent that you 
become overly-tired. These are slower miles 
at a steady pace, and are great to do with a 
friend to keep you company!

Make sure that you eat and drink plenty 
when you do these rides, as outlined by 
Dean in his tips. Keep the legs turning quite 
fast and do not press the pedals too hard. 
This is much better than pushing a big 
heavy gear slowly.
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As Dean points out 
in his tips, the most 
important thing in 
this final week is to 

take it easy and make 
sure you’re fresh and 

strong. You won’t 
gain fitness this late 
in the day, so take it 
easy and resist the 

urge to carry out any 
panic training!
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Easy Week
The fourth week of the plan will consist 
of an easy week. The idea here is that 
you take it easy and just enjoy some 
easy spinning. Many people initially 

think that you will not benefit from this 
relaxation; however, it will actually make 

you fitter and stronger. In this easy 
week, your muscles will be able to fully 

repair and rebuild, and in doing so, they 
will be stronger than before.

Taper Week

This is similar to the Easy Week, in that the focus on 
easy rides will allow your muscles to recover and rebuild. 
However, more importantly the focus here is on making 

sure you’re well rested and raring to go!
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GYM SESSIONS, STRETCHING & RECOVERY SWIMS
Specific gym workouts and stretching routines are detailed after the 8 week Training Plan. As already mentioned, Recovery Swims 
should last around 15 minutes and are really a form of resting – if you are unlikely to be able to get to a swimming pool, it’s not a 

problem – just rest!

Similarly, if you’re not going to be able to access gym equipment, you could modify the exercises so that they could be done at home.
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CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 

WEEK TITLE MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY

1 Build
Practise the

Stretch
Workout!

2 x 20 minute intervals
(Total Time - 70 minutes)

Rest Day or
Recovery Swim

4 x 4 minute intervals
(Total Time - 50 minutes)

Gym Workout
& Stretch Rest Day

Long Ride
Distance:

45-50 miles

Effort Level  5

10 mins warm up
20 mins hard

10 mins recovery
20 mins hard

10 mins cool down

3
7.5
2

7.5
3

12 mins warm up
4 mins very hard
4 mins recovery
4 mins very hard
4 mins recovery
4 mins very hard
4 mins recovery
4 mins very hard

10 mins cool down

3
9
2
9
2
9
2
9
3

2 Build
Gym Workout

& Stretch

2 x 20 minute intervals
(Total Time - 70 minutes)

Rest Day or
Recovery Swim

4 x 4 minute intervals
(Total Time - 50 minutes)

Gym Workout
& Stretch Rest Day

Long Ride
Distance:

45-50 miles

Effort Level  5

10 mins warm up
20 mins hard

10 mins recovery
20 mins hard

10 mins cool down

3
7.5
2

7.5
3

12 mins warm up
4 mins very hard
4 mins recovery
4 mins very hard
4 mins recovery
4 mins very hard
4 mins recovery
4 mins very hard

10 mins cool down

3
9
2
9
2
9
2
9
3

3 Build
Recovery Swim

& Stretch

2 x 20 minute intervals
(Total Time - 70 minutes)

Rest Day or
Recovery Swim

4 x 4 minute intervals
(Total Time - 50 minutes)

Gym Workout
& Stretch Rest Day

Long Ride
Distance:

50-55 miles

Effort Level  5

10 mins warm up
20 mins hard

10 mins recovery
20 mins hard

10 mins cool down

3
7.5
2

7.5
3

12 mins warm up
4 mins very hard
4 mins recovery
4 mins very hard
4 mins recovery
4 mins very hard
4 mins recovery
4 mins very hard

10 mins cool down

3
9
2
9
2
9
2
9
3

4
Easy

Week!
Gym Workout

& Stretch
Easy Ride

(Time - 60 mins)
Effort level – 4

Rest Day or
Recovery Swim

Easy Ride
(Time - 60 mins)

Effort level - 4

Gym Workout
& Stretch Rest Day

Easy Ride
Distance:

40-45 miles

Effort Level  5

DISCLOSURE: The plan is predominantly aimed at riders who have ridden 
distances of 40-50 miles previously. 

The numbers in red refer to the RPE scale.

Do make sure you are in good physical health prior to commencing this 
training plan and if you are unsure about anything, consult your doctor first.

THE 8 WEEK 
TRAINING PLAN
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WEEK TITLE MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY

5 Build
Recovery Swim

& Stretch

2 x 20 minute intervals
(Total Time - 70 minutes)

Rest Day or
Recovery Swim

4 x 4 minute intervals
(Total Time - 50 minutes)

Gym Workout
& Stretch Rest Day

Long Ride
Distance:

55-60 miles

Effort Level  5

10 mins warm up
20 mins hard

10 mins recovery
20 mins hard

10 mins cool down

3
7.5
2

7.5
3

12 mins warm up
4 mins very hard
4 mins recovery
4 mins very hard
4 mins recovery
4 mins very hard
4 mins recovery
4 mins very hard

10 mins cool down

3
9
2
9
2
9
2
9
3

6 Build
Gym Workout

& Stretch

3 x 20 minute intervals
(Total Time - 100 minutes)

Rest Day or
Recovery Swim

5 x 4 minute intervals
(Total Time - 58 minutes)

Gym Workout
& Stretch Rest Day

Long Ride
Distance:

60-70 miles

Effort Level  5

10 mins warm up
20 mins hard

10 mins recovery
20 mins hard

10 mins recovery
20 mins hard

10 mins cool down

3
8
2
8
2
8
3

12 mins warm up
4 mins very hard
4 mins recovery
4 mins very hard
4 mins recovery
4 mins very hard
4 mins recovery
4 mins very hard
4 mins recovery
4 mins very hard

10 mins cool down

3
9
2
9
2
9
2
9
2
9
3

7 Build
Recovery

Swim & Stretch

3 x 20 minute intervals
(Total Time - 100 minutes)

Rest Day or
Recovery Swim

5 x 4 minute intervals
(Total Time - 58 minutes)

Gym Workout
& Stretch Rest Day

Long Ride
Distance:

70-80 miles

Effort Level  5

10 mins warm up
20 mins hard

10 mins recovery
20 mins hard

10 mins recovery
20 mins hard

10 mins cool down

3
8
2
8
2
8
3

12 mins warm up
4 mins very hard
4 mins recovery
4 mins very hard
4 mins recovery
4 mins very hard
4 mins recovery
4 mins very hard
4 mins recovery
4 mins very hard

10 mins cool down

3
9
2
9
2
9
2
9
2
9
3

8
Taper
Week

Gym Workout
& Stretch

Easy Ride
(Time - 60 mins)

Effort level - 4

Rest Day or
Recovery Swim

Easy Ride
(Time - 60 mins)

Effort level - 4
Rest Day Rest Day

Your 
First 
100 
Miler



Levator Scapula Stretch

 u Stand with your feet hip width apart.

 u Bend one elbow and bring that arm behind 
your back.

 u Lean your head forward and to the other side 
as if looking down at a jeans front pocket.

 u Use your free hand to add some pressure to 
the stretch.

Prone Soleus Stretch

 u Put your hands and feet on the ground while 
facing down.

 u Straighten your knees and try to push one heel 
down towards the ground.

 u Cross your other leg over the top to apply extra 
pressure to the stretch.

 u Bend the knee of the leg you are stretching. 
You should feel the stretch move lower down 
your leg.

Couch Stretch

 u Place a cushion just in front of a wall and place 
one knee on the cushion. Place your other foot 
flat on the ground in front of you.

 u Use your hand to pull your back foot up to the 
wall behind you being careful not to push the 
stretch too far.

 u Hold this position. You should feel a stretch in 
the quads and hip of your back leg.
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STRETCHES

FOR 
CYCLISTS
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Lying Low Back Stretch

 u Lie on your back with legs outstretched in front and your arms out to the sides 
making a T like shape.

 u Lift one leg across your body aiming to get your knees up towards your opposite 
hand. Keep both shoulders on the ground.

 u Use the hand nearest to your foot on the crossed over leg to assist in pulling it up 
and across as far as you can.

Adductor Stretch on Knees

 u Come down on to both knees. Push your chest out and bring your 
shoulders back. Widen your knees to bring a slight stretch to the inside of 
your legs.

 u Keeping your chest out and shoulders back, lean forward from your hips 
to bring your hands and then elbows towards the floor.

 u Bring your knees a little wider to get a good stretch.

90/90 Glute Stretch

 u Sit with one leg out in front of your hips and one leg behind. Bend both 
knees to 90 degrees.

 u Lean forward towards your front knee to feel a stretch in your bum and 
lower back.

 u Lift your torso up to release the stretch.

 u Repeat the movement using your outside arm to push your torso in 
towards your front foot. You should feel a stretch in the bum, lower back 
and outside of your front leg.
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Dumbbell Deadlift
Sets: 3 Reps: 15
Rest: 30 seconds

 u Take a dumbbell in each hand and hold them outside your legs.

 u Stand with your feet parallel and hip width apart with your 
weight evenly distributed between both legs.

 u Keeping your chest up, bend at your knees then hips to lower 
your bum down towards the ground behind you.

 u Go as low as you can with control, ideally your hips should go 
below your knees.

 u Keeping your heels on the ground, push up into the start position.

WEIGHTS 
FOR CYCLISTS

Lat Pulldown
Sets: 3 Reps: 15
Rest: 30 seconds

 u Sit at a lat pulldown station and grab the bar with 
an overhand grip that’s just beyond shoulder 
width.

 u Keep your chest tall and pull the bar down 
towards your chest.

 u Keep your elbows pointed straight down.

 u Pull your shoulder blades down and back, as you 
pull the bar.

 u Lower to your chin or just below.

 u Pause, then slowly return to the starting position.
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Split Stance Middle Cable Chest 
Press
Sets: 3 Reps: 15

 u Face away from cable, with both pulleys at shoulder height.

 u Adopt split stance with knees soft, hips square and a neutral spine.

 u Looking straight ahead, shoulders relaxed, engage abdominals 
by gently drawing in your tummy and pulling up your pelvic floor 
(the muscles you would use to stop yourself from peeing) with 
approximately 30% effort.

 u Simultaneously press cables out in front initiating movement from 
the trunk but no forward movement from body.

 u Keep arms in line with the cable at all times, hands facing down.

 u Reverse movement until start position is reached, controlling the 
cables at all times and the body remaining static.

Close Grip Seated Row
Sets: 3 Reps: 15

 u To get into the starting position sit down on the machine and place 
your feet on the front platform or crossbar provided making sure 
that your knees are slightly bent and not locked.

 u Lean over as you keep the natural alignment of your back and grab 
the bar.

 u With your arms extended pull back until your torso is at a 90-degree 
angle from your legs.

 u Push your chest out and bring your shoulders back and down.

 u Keeping the torso stationary, pull the handles back towards your 
torso. Breathe out as you perform that movement.

 u Squeezing the muscles between your shoulder blades. Hold that 
contraction for a second then slowly go back to the original position 
while breathing in.

 u Repeat for the recommended amount of repetitions.
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Horse Stance 
Decompression
Sets: 3 Time: 30s

 u On all fours, hands under 
shoulders, knees under hips.

 u Feet hip width apart, toes tucked 
under.

 u Shoulders relaxed.

 u Neutral spine.

 u Eyes focused on floor.
 u Slightly bent elbows.

 u Take a deep breath in, as 
you breathe out draw your 
bellybutton up towards your 
spine.

Plank
Sets: 3 Time: 30s

 u Come down so that your elbows, 
feet and hands are touching the 
floor.

 u Engage your core by drawing your 
tummy in and pelvic floor (the 
muscle you would use to stop 
yourself from peeing) up with 30% 
effort.

 u Keep your bum down so your body 
is flat from your ankles to your 
head.

 u Hold.
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DISCLAIMER
The information in this guide is for educational and informational 

purposes only.

Always seek professional medical guidance from your doctor or 
physician with regards to any further questions you may have regarding 

the contents of this guide.

The author/publisher of this guide and any accompanying materials 
has made his best efforts in researching, preparing and writing the 

text. The author/publisher makes no representation or warranties with 
respect to the accuracy, applicability, fitness or completeness in the 

contents of this guide.

The information contained in this guide and training plan is strictly 
for educational purposes. Therefore, if you wish to apply any ideas 

contained in this guide you accept that these decisions are your own 
and full responsibility for the outcomes of these actions lies solely with 

the reader. 

The author/publisher disclaims any warranties (expressed or implied), 
merchantability or fitness for any particular purpose.

The author and publisher shall in no event be held liable to any 
party for any direct, indirect, punitive, special, incidental or other 

consequential damages arising directly or indirectly from any use of 
this material, which is provided ‘as is’, and without warranties. The 

author/publisher does not warrant the performance, effectiveness or 
applicability of any sites listed or linked to in this guide. 

This work is copyrighted by Pro Bike Tool
(T/A Blue Skies Solutions LTD.) June 2018.


